CyberAcademy

EMEA Cyber Academy
Cyber Training, Education and Awareness

Building secure organisations
The Cyber sector has expanded over
the past few years and its importance in
organisations has increased significantly.
Cyber risks comprise one of the greatest
threats that organisations have to face
nowadays.
Given that companies cannot prevent
all cyber incidents, they need to be
secure, vigilant, and resilient. With many
organisations today already breached by
cyberattackers—and with many unaware
of these breaches—realistically assessing
your organisation’s changing risk profile
becomes critical to help determine
what levels and types of cyber risk are
acceptable.
Adopting this secure, vigilant and resilient
approach to cyber is a key step towards
helping leaders to continue driving
performance in their organisations.
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Vigilant

• Advanced Threat Readiness &
Preparation
• Cyber Risk Analytics
• Security Operations Centre
• Threat Intelligence & Analytics

Resilient

• Cyber Crisis Management
• Cyber Wargaming
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Infrastructure Protection
Vulnerability Management
Application Protection
Identity & Access Management
Information Privacy & Protection

Cyber Strategy, Transformation
& Assessment

Deloitte’s Cyber Risk professionals
around the world can guide you on that
journey, and help you to transform your
organisation into a place where risk powers
performance.

What is Cyber Academy?
We are a Deloitte service, delivering
cyber security knowledge, training and
specialisation at a qualified, technical level,
while aiming to increase the capabilities
and skills of our Firm’s employees and
clients.
The Academy team
Our team is made up of security analysts,
cyber intelligence and cyber fraud experts,
professional hackers, and code developers.
As professionals of the various Deloitte
security service lines, they all work on the
front line of our clients’ and Firm’s IT and
communications systems. By working
with the different aspects of security
every day, they are capable of innovating
and improving the training material and
teaching capabilities required to transmit
all the knowledge to our clients.
What we have to offer
Since our foundation we have evolved
constantly, and we currently offer one
of the best and most highly specialised
course catalogues in the industry,
incorporating both technical and awareness
training. We have significant professional
experience in developing and delivering
online training projects with major clients

around the world, as well as designing and
implementing University Master’s Degrees
in Cyber Security with both Spanish and
International universities. We also create,
define and develop flexible, customisable
and up-to-date cyber security programmes
that consider the latest cyber threats and
security tendencies.
Our challenge
The human factor is still one of the weakest
links in the security chain, and the lack of
specialised personnel with extensive cyber
security training and knowledge is one of
the biggest problems that companies are
currently facing.
When we combine this with the company’s
low level of awareness, the possibility of
being attacked increases every day.
By delivering technical training and cyber
security awareness programmes, we help
organisations to face up to this digital
transformation.
Cyber security training at different
company levels is the first step towards
detection, protection, and eventual
prevention of cyber attacks.

Awareness
programmes
and specialised
technical
training help
organisations
to develop and
embed a mature
cyber security
culture.
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Our Catalogue
Our catalogue of courses covers the
following areas of knowledge for two
different participant profiles

Ethical Hacking
Cyberintelligence

Course format: Online

Reversing
Forensic Analysis

Tutors: Access to Deloitte’s experts via
chats and webinars
Duration: Course length ranges from
30 minutes for awareness courses to
30 hours for technical courses
Levels of expertise: Associate,
Professional and Expert

Secure
Development

Technical
Expertise

Training certificates issued by Deloitte
upon course completion /
CPE credits obtained
For the full catalogue of Cyber
Academy services, please refer to
deloitte.hu
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Contact
Lajos Antal
Central Europe, Cyber Intelligence Center
Partner
lantal@deloittece.com

Artur Monteiro
Central Europe, Cyber Intelligence Center
Director
artmonteiro@deloittece.com

For further information, please visit www.deloitte.hu
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